Recent studies of the evolution of weakly nonlinear long waves in shear flows have revealed that when the wave field contains a critical layer, a new nonlinear wave equation is needed to describe the wave evolution. This equation is of the same type as the well-known Korteweg-de Vries equation, but has a more complicated nonlinear structure. Our main interest is in the steady solitary wave solutions when a nonlinear transformation converts the equation to a form equivalent to a steady Korteweg-de Vries equation. This enables the explicit construction of the steady solitary wave solutions.
Introduction
Waves in shear flows are a common and important feature in the atmosphere and ocean. When the wave has a phase speed that coincides with the shear layer at some level, then in the linearized theory a critical layer forms with a singularity in the flow field. For large Reynolds number flows, this singularity is resolved by restoring nonlinear terms, with the outcome that the dynamics in the critical layer becomes intrinsically nonlinear. Typically, the analytical procedure consists of an outer expansion based on the usual linearized theory, and an inner expansion describing the critical layer dynamics. In this inner region, a "cats-eye" pattern appears, with streamlines which divide a region of closed streamlines with recirculating flow from an outer flow, see the pioneering studies by Benney and Bergeron (1969) and Davis (1969) , and of the many subsequent studies, the worksKelly and Maslowe (1970) ; Maslowe and Redekopp (1980) ; Redekopp (1977) especially relevant to this paper.
In our recent work on long Rossby wave critical levels, Grimshaw (2007, 2008) , and on long internal gravity wave critical levelsCaillol and Grimshaw (2012), we showed that the outcome for the long-time behaviour of the critical level is a new nonlinear wave evolution equation, which takes the form
for the modal amplitude A. The functional C(A) contains both nonlinear terms in A and dispersive terms proportional to ∂ 2 X A. Hence, this equation has the structure of a Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation, but in general contains more complicated nonlinear terms. These terms are smooth functionals of A, and arise at a certain order of the asymptotic expansion by matching the inner flow with the outer flow on the dividing streamlines. Importantly, this result differs from the previous studies by Redekopp (1977) on long Rossby waves and by Maslowe and Redekopp (1980) on long internal waves, who assumed that the usual KdV scaling applied even when there is a nonlinear critical layer, and hence obtained the usual KdV equation instead of (1). Specifically , we find 1 instead that, in order to obtain a balance between the effects of quadratic nonlinearity and dispersion in the nonlinear critical layer, it is necessary to use the scaled variables,
whereas the usual scaling for a KdV equation is
However, it transpires that this traditional KdV scaling is not valid in the nonlinear critical layers we have examined, because a matching between the flows in the critical layer cannot then be achieved. In more details, nonlinear terms automatically appear in the nonlinear critical layer, since the aim is to remove the apparent critical-layer singularities with nonlinear terms. As a result, the scaling (2) is determined by the need to introduce the dispersive term in ∂ 2 X A into the critical-layer flow at the correct order. But with the traditional scaling (3), the dispersive term will appear too late in the outer expansion outside the nonlinear critical layer. Note that the scaling (2) implies that the dispersive effects are stronger, and the time scale is shorter, than that in the usual KdV equation.
Our purpose in this paper is to describe this new wave evolution equation (1) which appears to be generic when there is a critical level, and present its travelling solitary wave solutions in details. The plan of the paper is as follows. In section 2, we review briefly the asymptotic derivation of this equation for the case of Rossby waves. The derivation for internal waves with a weakly stratified critical layer is similar. Then in section 3, we examine the structure of equation (1) and describe the travelling wave solutions. We conclude in section 4.
Asymptotic Expansions

Formulation
Here, we will briefly review the formulation and asymptotic procedure for Rossby waves on a β-plane with a critical level. The details can be found in Grimshaw (2007, 2008) . The case for internal waves in Caillol and Grimshaw (2012) is closely analogous, as there we assume weak stratification at the critical level with the consequence that the leading-order structures are closely comparable. In the usual coordinate system, (x, y) oriented in the east-north directions, suppose that U (y) is a basic shear flow. The fluid is confined between two rigid walls y 1 , y 2 either or both of which may be at infinity. We consider two-dimensional neutral wave disturbances with a real phase speed c. In a frame of reference moving with the wave, we may write the total streamfunction Ψ as
where 1 is a measure of the disturbance amplitude, while ψ is the perturbation streamfunction. The dimensionless vorticity equation is then
Here, R 1 is the Reynolds number, and the critical-layer scaling will require that 1/R = λ 7 4 where λ is an O(1) constant. A body force term is needed to balance the diffusion of the mean flow U and appears in the equation of the inner flow. Equation (5) is supplemented by the boundary conditions at the rigid walls, ψ = 0 at y = y 1 , y = y 2 . Further, we will impose the usual conditions that ψ → 0 as x → ±∞, appropriate for solitary waves.
Here, we focus on the long-time asymptotic régime after the critical-layer formation stage which is characterized by an O( 1/2 ) vorticity spreading throughout the domain by diffusive action. This outward diffusion from the critical layer generates a distorted mean flow, and consequently U (y) = U 0 (y) + 1/2 U 1 (y) + U 2 (y) + . . ., where U 0 (y) is the initial velocity profile, and U 1 (y), U 2 (y) . . . are the outcome of its interaction with the Rossby wave. The initial wave speed c is also slightly modified in a similar manner, c = c 0 + · · · . The steady linear inviscid disturbance equation is then (8), see below, which is singular at the critical level y = y c where U 0 (y c ) = c 0 . Then transience, nonlinearity or viscosity must be reintroduced in the critical-layer leading-order equation. Nonlinearity, together with slow transience, is chosen as being more appropriate for the high-Reynolds-number flows of geophysical motions. Nevertheless, viscosity although small is not negligible, as it renders the inviscid solution unique and allows for wave-mean flow interaction to occur. An inner asymptotic expansion with scalings valid in the critical layer for a longtime régime is performed in conjunction with the outer expansion. Using the method of matched asymptotic expansions, these are matched at the edges of the critical layer. As discussed in the Introduction, in order to obtain a balance between the effects of quadratic nonlinearity and dispersion, we introduce the scaled variables X, T (2).
Outer expansion
The perturbation streamfunction is expanded as
Substitution of (6) into (5) yields, at the leading order the equation determining the singular neutral mode. Thus we set
where A is the mode amplitude and φ(y) satisfies the Rayleigh-Kuo equation
There is a singularity at y = y c where U 0 (y c ) = c 0 and we assume that U 0 (y c ) = 0. The local Frobenius solutions of (8) with η = y − y c , are
where all coefficients can be found in terms of the background mean flow, see Grimshaw (2007, 2008) . In particular we assume that b 0 = U 0 − β/U 0 = 0. On either side of the critical level, the singular mode takes the form,
Here, we have already invoked the condition that φ should be continuous at y = y c , a result which is confirmed when matching across the critical layer. Impose the boundary conditions at y 1,2 allows the determination of each of a + and a − in terms of the single remaining parameter, that is c 0 , expressed here in terms of y c . Eventually, matching across the critical layer will determine the phase jump [a]
Proceeding to the next order, ψ
(1) satisfies a forced Rayleigh-Kuo equation, where the forcing terns are due to advection by the additional flow U 1 , and dispersion. The general solution is
where each of φ
1 , φ
2 can be expressed explicitly as Frobenius expansions, see Grimshaw (2007, 2008) . Here B(X, T ) is the second-order amplitude of the mode which, like A(X, T ) obeys an amplitude equation derived at the next order analogous to the amplitude equation for A(X, T ). Pertinently, φ 
Inner expansion
The inner region is characterised by a balance between nonlinearity and the mean flow, which leads to the scaling,
The governing vorticity equation is then
Here, F is the (viscous) body force,
The outer expansion is then expressed in terms of Y which then determines the form of the inner expansion Ψ = (
The analytical expressions of the critical-layer flow can then be determined at each order, see Grimshaw (2007, 2008) . At the leading-order equation the equation is
We take the inviscid limit λ → 0, and hence seek a solution in the form
The sequence of equations are readily solved using a transformation to streamfunction coordinates, The leading-order vorticity equation reduces to
where
is an arbitrary function at this stage. Next, we get for the viscous term
This viscous correction is required to match with the viscous outer flow. The outcome is that F (0) = U 0 , and so
Of course, this agrees with the classical resultBenney and Bergeron (1969), and shows inter alia, that the singular mode is continuous through the critical layer, a result which we have already anticipated. The form of the streamlines in the critical layer now depends on the precise form of the amplitude A(X, T ). For simplicity, we suppose that A has a solitary-wave shape, that is, it decays rapidly as X → ±∞, and otherwise consists of a single hump, with a maximum (minimum) of A 0 = A(0) > (<)0 at X = 0. The critical layer is then characterised by a zone in which there are closed streamlines within a shape commonly called the "cat's eye", see figure 1. Usually the "cat's eye" is spatially periodic, but here we have let the period tend to infinity. These streamlines are separated from the remaining part of the flow by separatrices, on which S = S c , whose shape depends on the sign of A 0 . When A > 0 , S c = A 0 then there is a centre at A = 0 , S = 0 and a saddle point at A = A 0 , S = A 0 . But when A < 0 , S c = 0 there is a centre at A = A 0 , S = A 0 and a saddle point at A = 0 , S = 0. Following the nomenclatureRedekopp (1977), the first case is called a depression D-wave, and the second is an elevation E-wave.
At the next order O( 3/2 ) and higher orders, it is necessary to consider the flow inside and outside the separatrices separately. Inside the separatrices, an extended form of the Prandtl-Batchelor theorem is applied. Then, the solutions need to be matched across the separatrices, where because an asymmetry develops at higher orders in the expansion, it is necessary to use a strained variable in place of S (see Grimshaw (2007, 5 2008) ). Here, it is sufficient just to note some salient outcomes. Inside the separatrices, the potential vorticity (∆ψ − βy in the outer variables) is constant to leading order, but develops a non-constant term at O( 2 ), with the consequence that matching the vorticity across the separatrices cannot be achieved. Instead the higher-order terms reveal a O( 3/2 )-velocity jump which causes a coupling of the outer and inner flows. This in turn modifies the amplitude evolution equation that emerges (see section 3) as a necessary relation in order that the O( 3/2 ) velocity can be matched along the separatrices within the critical layer.
Amplitude equation
The outcome of this matched asymptotic expansion is a nonlinear evolution equation of the general form (1). The precise form depends on whether the wave is a D-wave or an E-wave. In the case of a D-wave, the equation takes the form (1) where
Here
is the value of Y on the separatrix, and Y 0 = (2A 0 ) 1/2 is the value at infinity where A = 0. The nonlinear term is given by
Here, χ, ω, µ, ν are known constant coefficients. For an E-wave, the form is
Here, ω, χ, µ are again known (but different) coefficients, while Y s (A) = (−2A) 1/2 is again the value of Y on the separatrix, while now Y 0 = (−2A 0 ) 1/2 is the value when A = A 0 . K , E are the complete complementary elliptic integrals of the first and second kind. For internal waves, there are again both D-waves and E-waves, with amplitude equations with the same general form as (20, 22) , see Caillol and Grimshaw (2012) . In general, due to the complexity of C[A], it would seem likely that these equations are not integrable, and need to be solved numerically. However, it is possible to find a travelling solitary wave explicitly. Thus, we seek a solution where A = A(ζ), ζ = X − V T where A → 0 as ζ → ±∞, so that (1) becomes
For both D and E-waves, each of these equations can readily be integrated once more to yield A 2 X as a function of A, after which the solution can be found by quadrature.
D-wave
For the D-wave, equations (20) and (23) yield
6 where we have imposed the solitary wave condition that ∂ X A → 0 as A → 0. Indeed, it is readily seen that ∂ X A ∼ A as A → 0, as is required for exponential decay in the solitary wave tail. Note that since ∂ X A = 0 when A = A 0 , the speed V is given by
and so V = (ν − 7µ 10 − 3ω)A 0 .
The explicit integration of (24) is assisted by transforming the variable A to Y s (A) = {2(A 0 − A)} 1/2 , and substituting for V , with the outcome
Remarkably, the right-hand side of (??) is a cubic polynomial in Y s , implying that equation (??) can be regarded as equivalent to a steady state KdV equation. For exponential decay as Y s → Y 0 , we require that χν > 0 where ν = 7µ/40 − ω/4 > 0. There are two families of solitary wave solutions of (26). The "regular" family requires that 10ν/µ > 1 and is given by
The "singular" family requires that ν/µ < 0 and is given by
Note that although technically this is a "singular" solution , the singularity is never realised here, as the argument |X| + X 0 is never zero. There are no solitary waves when χν > 0, but 0 < 10ν/µ < 1, and of course none when χν < 0. The limiting case when 10ν/µ = 1, that is 3µ = 10ω, and so X 0 = 0 in (27) is given by
These are not quite the usual solitary wave solutions of the KdV equation, as here we have the additional constraint on the wave amplitude, namely that 0 ≤ Y s ≤ Y 0 , and this is accomplished through the phase shift X 0 . Note that Y sX = 0 at X = 0, and is formally discontinuous there, but
s /2 are shown in figure 3 .1 corresponding to (27) and (28) respectively.
E-wave
Next, for the E-wave, equations (22) and (23) yield where here
As for the D-wave, the speed V can be found by imposing the condition that ∂ X A = 0 when A = A 0 . But here, we note that P (A) ∼ 1/A as A → 0, and hence (24) implies that ∂ X A ∼ V (−A) 1/2 as A → 0. This is not acceptable for a solitary wave with exponential tails, and hence we conclude that here V = 0. Thus an E-wave is stationary. With this simplification, (24) is readily integrated explicitly, again assisted by transforming to Y s as a new variable, so that
As for the D-wave the right-hand side of (31) is a cubic polynomial in Y s , implying that equation (31) can be regarded as equivalent to a steady state KdV equation. Solitary wave solutions require that χω < 0, ωµ < 0 and are given by
Note that this profile is more localised than the KdV sech 2 -profile.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have briefly reviewed our recent studies on the evolution of weakly nonlinear long waves in shear flows with a critical later, which have revealed a new nonlinear wave equation (1) is needed to describe the wave evolution. Although this equation is of the same type as the well-known Korteweg-de Vries equation, it has a much more complicated nonlinear structure, which is determined by the "cat's eyes" dynamics of the 8 nonlinear critical layer. Our main interest is in the steady solitary wave solutions when a nonlinear transformation from the stream function amplitude A to the separatrix variable Y s converts the steady equation to a form equivalent to a steady KdV equation. This enables the explicit construction of the steady solitary wave solutions. However, in the more physical variable, the consequent solitary waves are not the well-known "sech 2 -profiles of the KdV equation, but instead have generally more localised shapes. It is unlikely that (1) is an integrable equation, and especially we note that the transformation from A to Y s will not yield the time-dependent KdV equation. Nevertheless, although simulations of instead solutions of (1) have yet to be carried out, we expect that the obtained solitary wave solutions will play an important role in such studies.
